ACRYLIC COATINGS
FROM THE NAME
YOU TRUST

hartru.com

Building on a 90-year History of Making Premium Products
Flexible and Vibrant
All-weather, comfortable, and elegant, Har-Tru
Sports Coatings feature UV resistant pigments
in a range of vibrant colors. Layered over asphalt
or concrete, our acrylic coatings are designed
to deliver the right amount of flex for a surface
that’s consistent and stable.
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We made history with clay courts

Now we’re introducing
the future of hardcourts
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In 1931, a contractor named Henry Alexander Robinson (HAR) developed a court surface using American stone
with a true green color. The surface quickly caught on with players everywhere — and the Har-Tru company was born.
Since then, Har-Tru has grown into the world’s premiere manufacturer of court surfaces, equipment, accessories,
and supplies. We are champions of the sport of tennis and our mission is to lead the tennis industry by creating better
places to play. The addition of Har-Tru Sports Coatings expands our commitment to the game of tennis and to the
people who make it possible.

Reliability

One-stop Shopping

Years of experience and refinement have made Har-Tru
one of the most trusted names in the sports industry.
Contractors, clubs, home owners, maintenance personnel,
and players all rely on the assurance of quality that

Our goal is to make the construction process as seamless

we deliver.

Contractors also reap the added benefit of noticeable

as possible. With a wide array of products manufactured
to exacting specifications, you’ll find nearly everything you
need to build an exceptional court — all under one roof.
savings from combined shipping costs.

Premium Quality
Our products are manufactured with the strictest
quality and safety controls. Working with top industry
chemists and installation experts, we’ve engineered
an acrylic coating that creates a consistent, durable,
high-performance surface.

High Yield Efficiency
Achieving superior yield is essential for constructing
a cost-efficient court. Har-Tru Sports Coatings deliver
performance and value through a formula that maximizes
yield without sacrificing stability. The result is a sports
coating engineered to spread consistently for the best
possible surface coverage.
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A single trusted source for all your court needs
Har-Tru works with trained independent contractors, authorized
builders, and experienced installers. We advise owners, clubs, and
other professionals on the latest court technology, construction
materials and installation methods. Our goal is to be your first choice
for every type of court construction. Our industry-leading support
and resources are available during all phases of purchasing, installing,
and owning a Har-Tru court.

The world’s premier
manufacturer of
tennis court surfaces,
equipment, accessories,
and supplies.

• One-stop shopping
• Save on freight
• High yield, high performance
• Vibrant, lasting colors
• Knowledgeable consulting
• Excellent customer support
• Premium quality
We look forward to helping you with all of your court needs.

877-4-HAR-TRU
877-442-7878
hartru@hartru.com
22OO Old Ivy Road, Suite 1OO
Charlottesville, VA 229O3
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